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A round-up of the latest news from the LM TOM
• Shirine Khoury-Haq blog: joining up the dots

• Electronic placement goes live with Aviation

• The London Market modernisation campaign
is here

• Brokers and Carriers on PPL platform

• New LM TOM website live

• Chubb becomes first business to go live with
an integrated SDC service

• CS frequently asked questions

• SDC launches Endorsements and Delegated
Authority documents

• The market talks about electronic placement

• Market interest in DA SATS ramps up

• CS brings single sign-on for LM TOM Solutions

• LM TOM Solutions update
Click on the ‘Read more’ links below for the full stories.

LM TOM talks to the market
Shirine Khoury-Haq blog: joining up the dots
When we began the journey to make London an easier place to do
business, and we looked at why previous modernisation attempts
had faltered, we were very clear that we had to look at improving
every step of the risk transfer process. » Read more

The London Market modernisation campaign is here
Find out more about the campaign and how you can help to drive
adoption of PPL. » Read more

New LM TOM website live
The new and refreshed website is live. Take a look and send us
your feedback. » Read more

CS brings single sign-on for LM TOM Solutions
Common Services (CS), a suite of tools planned for roll out by
the LM TOM programme in August, will help the market access
LM TOM Solutions more efficiently. » Read more

CS frequently asked questions
The Common Services (CS) team has produced a list of
frequently asked questions to support the adoption of CS.
» Read more

The market talks to LM TOM
The market talks about electronic placement
Clyde Bernstein, Nathan Shanaghy and Richard Burge report on
how PPL is benefitting the market and driving modernisation.
» Read more

London Market TOM Solutions
LM TOM Solutions update
Each month we report on the progress of LM TOM's core
Solutions as we continue on our mission to make London an
easier and more cost-effective place to do business. » Read more
Placing Platform Limited

Stuctured Data Capture

Electronic placement goes live with
Aviation
The aviation classes of business went
live in early June, meaning that
underwriters and brokers are able to
quote and bind risks across most of
the markets. » Read more

Chubb becomes first business to go
live with an integrated SDC service
Chubb has now integrated the SDC
service from the LM TOM, making it
the first company to go live on a
‘business as usual’ basis.
» Read more

Brokers and Carriers on PPL
platform
Find out which market practitioners
have signed up to the platform.
» Read more

SDC launches Endorsements and
Delegated Authority documents
The SDC service, which transforms
market documents into ACORD
standard data to enable straightthrough processing, is now easier to
use. » Read more

Market interest in DA SATS ramps up
DA SATS – frequently asked
questions
As we come closer to the DA SATS
launch in Q3 2018, market interest is
continuing to grow. We now have a
range of collateral that anyone in the
market can use to find out more
about DA SATS – and share with
market firms. » Read more
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